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Introduction: Alzheimer‘s disease (AD) is a devastating neurological disorder characterized by the pathological accumulation of macromolecular Aβ and tau leading to neuronal death. Drugs approved to treat AD may ameliorate disease symptoms, however, no curative
treatment exists. Aβ peptides were discovered to be substrates of adenosine triphosphate-(ATP)-binding cassette (ABC) transporters. Activators of these membrane-bound efflux proteins that promote binding and/or translocation of Aβ could revolutionize AD medicine. The
knowledge about ABC transporter activators is very scarce, however, the few molecules that were reported contain substructural features of multitarget (pan-)ABC transporter inhibitors. A cutting-edge strategy to obtain new drug candidates is to explore and potentially
exploit the recently proposed multitarget binding site of pan-ABC transporter inhibitors as anchor point for the development of innovative activators to promote Aβ clearance from the brain. Molecular associations between functional bioactivities and physicochemical
properties of small-molecules are key to understand these processes. This contribution will provide an analysis of a recently reported unique multitarget dataset for the correlation between multitarget bioactivity and physicochemistry. Six novel pan-ABC transporter
inhibitors were validated containing substructural features of ABC transporter activators, which underpins the relevance of the multitarget binding site for the targeted development of novel AD diagnostics and therapeutics.
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Conclusion: 

• This study analyzes a unique multitarget dataset recently reported, focusing on the
correlation between multitarget bioactivity and physicochemistry

• six novel pan-ABC transporter inhibitors were validated containing substructural features
of ABC transporter activators

• these modulators could serve as anchor points for developing innovative therapeutics
for Alzheimer's disease, particularly in targeting Aβ clearance from the brain
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Figure 3. Bioactivity-physicochemistry plots of the 117 sub-classified focused pan-ABC
transporter inhibitors of ABCB1 (A, D, G, and J), ABCC1 (B, E, H, and K), and ABCG2 (C, F, I,
and L) with respect to CLogP (A, B, and C), MW (D, E, and F), MR (G, H, and I), as well as
TPSA (J, K, and L). The multidirectional two-phase linear correlations are depicted with grey
closed circles (outliers: open circles) and grey lines which are compared to compounds 17
(black open circles), 18 (black upward open triangles), 19 (black downward open triangles),
20 (black open routes), 21 (black open squares), and 22 (black open hexagons).

Figure 2. Depiction of biologically evaluated pan-ABC transporter inhibitors including their
substructural features (red) relevant in terms of ABC transporter activation.

Table 1. Bioactivity values expressed as IC50 ± SEM of biologically evaluated focused pan-ABC transporter inhibitors 17–22.

Figure 1. (Sub-)classification of compounds of the ABC_BPMDS (A–E) and simplified legend of sub-
classification (F).
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